Abstract-The U/n method is a well-established means of improving flux pinning and critical current performance in cuprate superconductors. The method involves the doping of the superconductor with 235 U followed by irradiation with thermal neutrons to promote fission. The resultant columnar damage tracks produced by the energetic fission products pin flux vortices and improve critical current performance in magnetic fields. No such improvement could be observed when the U/n method was applied to the MgB 2 superconductor. No fission tracks could be observed in TEM, even for samples that were irradiated at the highest fluence. Gamma-ray spectroscopy indicated that fission had occurred in the expected way. The likely resistance of MgB 2 to the formation of fission tracks is highly relevant to attempts to improve flux pinning and superconducting performance in this material through the introduction of columnar defects.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
INCE its superconducting properties were first discovered in 2001 [1] , [2] , MgB has been found to share characteristics with both conventional low-temperature superconductors (LTS) and with cuprate high-temperature superconductors (HTS) [3] . Its critical temperature is nearly 40 K, unusually high for a noncuprate material. Although MgB films have attained critical currents above 10 A/cm at 4.2 K in low magnetic fields [4] , MgB [3] and the HTS cuprates [5] share a rapidly decreasing performance as magnetic fields increase, compared to LTS superconductors such as Nb Sn and Nb-Ti. In HTS materials, the field performance is related to both weak links between grains and poor flux pinning behavior. The former consideration does not apply to MgB , as transport measurements of and measurements calculated from magnetic hysteresis loops yield very similar results, indicating that the flow of supercurrent is not hindered by grain boundaries [6] , [7] . The flux creep in MgB is much weaker than in average HTS [8] , [9] , indicating stronger vortex pinning. However, this pinning still needs to be improved to offset the effect of the low of MgB (about 18 T) [10] on the field dependence of . Superconductivity above in any type-II material depends on flux pinning in regions where the superconducting order parameter is reduced, either by intrinsic features of the crystal structure or by point or extended defects. This prevents motion of the flux vortices due to Lorentz forces, resulting in local superconducting phase slip and a nonzero electrical resistance [11] . Strong pinning centers and improvements in HTS superconductors have been produced over the years by means such as the introduction of precipitates and the use of a variety of irradiation techniques employing neutrons, heavy ions, electrons, and protons [5] . Some methods of introducing pinning centers have also been at least partially successful with MgB , including oxygen alloying in thin films [4] and the addition of nanoscale particles of SiC [12] and Si [13] , as well as irradiation with protons [14] and neutrons [15] , [16] .
Heavy ion irradiation is used to introduce columnar defects into HTS materials. Narayan et al. [17] irradiated polycrystalline MgB with 200 MeV Ag ions. The surfaces of the irradiated samples were imaged with scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), and there was evidence of amorphous tracks 65 in diameter. The lengths of the tracks could not be determined, but computer modeling indicated that the ions should penetrate 15 m into the material. They did not attempt to determine in the irradiated samples. Olsson et al. [18] , on the other hand, irradiated 4000-thick -axis oriented MgB films with 1.2 GeV U ions and 1.4 GeV Au ions with the beam parallel to the axis. They also examined the surfaces of their irradiated samples with STM and found no evidence of columnar defects in any of the samples. They also found no significant differences in magnetization and, hence, between the irradiated and unirradiated samples. Because a number of parameters are involved, as described below, in determining whether amorphous columnar defects will form in a particular material, the question remains open for MgB .
Another similar irradiation method that has not yet been reported for MgB is the U/n [19], [20] method that is the subject of the present work; although, it has been highly successful in improving flux pinning in HTS. The U/n method differs from straightforward irradiation with thermal neutrons in that the material is first doped with compounds containing U. When irradiation takes place the U atoms absorb thermal neutrons and fission. The two fission products recoil in opposite directions with a total kinetic energy of approximately 160 MeV, creating extended defects in HTS in the form of two fission tracks.
1051-8223/04$20.00 © 2004 IEEE Fission tracks are made up of amorphous material and are approximately 10 m long and 10 nm in diameter in Bi-based HTS superconductors [21] . The track structure is discontinuous and randomly oriented. U/n achieves its greatest success with highly anisotropic Bi-based (BSCCO) superconductors such as Bi-2223 (anisotropy coefficient [22] ), where a 500-fold improvement in was reported for Ag-clad tape [23] at 77 K and 0.8 T for
. There was also improvement after irradiation for , but improved less than one order of magnitude. The ratio was reduced 23 times at 0.5 T and 77 K. A lesser 20-fold improvement in at 77 K and 0.25 T has been reported [24] in bulk melt textured YBa Cu O (YBCO), which is much less anisotropic ( [25] ). This is because the vortices in HTS are two-dimensional (2-D) pancake vortices, residing on the CuO planes [26] , [27] . In highly anisotropic HTS, these pancake vortices in each CuO layer can move independently from the vortices in the other CuO layers. However, if the pinning centers are in the shape of long columns traversing the CuO planes, the pancake vortices in different layers will be collectively pinned along these columns and will thus be effectively aligned into vortex lines without an unacceptably high density of defects. Such pinning has been shown to be much more effective than pinning by point-like pinning centers [5] .
In MgB , reported results for the anisotropy coefficient range from 1.1 to 2.7 for textured bulk, aligned crystallites, films, and single crystal [3] , [28] , indicating that enormous improvements cannot be expected from fission tracks or other columnar defects. There is no evidence of a 2-D vortex state in MgB bulk material, and the I-V characteristics have been reported as consistent with a vortex glass model [29] , [30] . However, as with HTS, the reported coherence length values [3] of -nm and -nm are of the same order as the expected diameter of the fission tracks introduced by high energy fragments resulting from the fission of U. It has been generally accepted that the optimal size of a pinning center is of the order of the coherence length [31] .
The most serious problem for the U/n method in MgB is the enormous cross section of 3837 barn ( , where m ) for the B Li nuclear reaction at thermal (of the order of 25 meV) neutron energies. Here, a B nucleus and a neutron react to form an particle of kinetic energy 1.47 MeV and a Li nucleus with a kinetic energy of 0.84 MeV. By comparison, the U fission cross section is 584 . Natural boron is comprised of 19.9% B, with the balance B. The B Li reaction was deliberately used by Babic et al. [15] in an attempt to improve flux pinning by introducing ion tracks into MgB . They reported an enhancement in the upper critical field (as did Eisterer et al. [16] , who also studied neutron irradiation of MgB ) and an enhancement of magnetization hysteresis loops and hence . However, the distribution of defects was extremely inhomogeneous in both reports because the high content of B would have only allowed the neutrons to penetrate into a thin surface layer before being completely absorbed. In using the U/n method, we essentially eliminated the competition for thermal neutrons between B and U by using highly enriched B instead of natural boron. ( B has a total thermal neu- tron cross section of 5.05 , almost all of it representing elastic scattering.) The negative results we describe below thus strongly support the position of [18] since they cannot be attributed to self-shielding effects.
II. EXPERIMENT
To test the applicability of the U/n technique for enhancing in MgB , an experimental program was designed. Powders of 1-11 m Mg from Hypertech (for samples A-D) or 325 mesh Mg (for sample E) and crystalline B (99.5 at% B, particle size 22 m, from Eagle-Picher) were mixed in a mortar in a stoichiometric atomic ratio of 1:2. Half of the powders were mixed with U (93% enriched in U) to give 1 wt% U. Optical microscopy revealed that the U particles ranged from 2-4 m in diameter.
The powders were pressed into 0.4 g pellets and the pellets sealed in iron tubes. Sintering took place in a tube furnace under flowing argon. For samples A-D the temperature was ramped up to 760 C over 1 h. The pellets were held at that temperature for 30 min and then furnace cooled. For sample E, the temperature was ramped up to 900 C over 1.5 h, and the pellets were held at that temperature for 3 h, then furnace cooled. The densities of the samples were 1.4 g/cm (samples A-D) and 1.0-1.1 g/cm (sample E). X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to determine the phase composition of the doped and undoped samples, while energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) was used to determine the uranium distribution of doped samples. Portions of the doped and undoped samples were then cut and filed into small regular rectangular blocks with dimensions of typically 3-4 3 2 mm . The magnetization and ac susceptibility were determined using a quantum design physical properties measurement system (PPMS) in a time-varying magnetic field with sweep rate 50 Oe/s and amplitude up to 8.5 10 Oe, with the applied magnetic field parallel to the longest dimension of the sample. The low-field zero field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC) measurements were made with a quantum design magnetic properties measurement system (MPMS). The values at different magnetic fields and temperatures were calculated from the height of the magnetic hysteresis loops using the Bean model:
, where and are the dimensions of the sample perpendicular to the applied field, . was determined from the ac susceptibility measurements.
Small block samples, in doped and undoped pairs, were double encapsulated in titanium capsules and irradiated by neutrons in HIFAR, a 10-MW DIDO class research reactor operated by ANSTO at Lucas Heights, Australia. The irradiation rig was located within the graphite region of the reactor, and thus the neutron energy spectrum was highly thermalized with only a minimal fast and epithermal neutron component. The rig was rated with a nominal neutron flux of 1 10 cm . Four different fluences were used: 2 10 cm (A), 5 10 cm (B,E), 5 10 cm (C), and 5 10 cm (D). Following irradiation, the and flux pinning properties of the irradiated pellets were then compared with the pre-irradiated results. The doped irradiated samples were examined by TEM to detect any fission tracks and the extent of fission determined by gamma ray spectroscopy.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
XRD using a Philips 1730 phase XRD diffractometer showed that greater phase purity could be obtained using the longer, hotter sintering to fully react the crystalline boron and the magnesium (see Fig. 1 ). After 3 h at 900 C, the sintered undoped sample E material (a) is MgB with traces of Mg and MgO. The sintered 1wt% U-doped sample E material (b) also consists of MgB with traces of Mg, MgO, and UO . Fig. 1(c) shows the undoped sintered material characteristic of samples A-D. Because the sintering was shorter and at a lower temperature the Mg and MgO impurity contents are much higher, due to the much larger amount of remaining unreacted crystalline boron. These short sintering conditions are appropriate when amorphous boron is used to make MgB . The impurities would be expected to give a smaller superconducting volume, but the intragranular properties affected by the U/n method would not be degraded. Samples were characterized using a Cambridge Leica scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with an energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS). The results showed MgB grains in a porous structure. The UO particles remained separate, and the larger agglomerates could be distinguished at the grain boundaries. EDS analysis revealed the presence of large amounts of Mg and small amounts of U and Fe, the source of which was most likely the iron tubing containing the samples during sintering. The boron could not be detected with the experimental setup. Fig. 2(a) shows an EDS spectrum of the doped version of sample E. Fig. 2(b) shows an EDS map that reveals a reasonably even distribution of UO particles among the MgB grains.
The ac susceptibility of the samples was measured at temperatures from 5 to 45 K and the magnetization from 5 to 30 K using a physical properties measurement system. 1 was determined from the ac susceptibility and was not found to be significantly affected by irradiation and doping. was measured to be 38.5 K with a sharp transition for the higher quality sample E, regardless of doping and approximately 37.2 K for the other samples. The discrepancy is probably because samples A-D have a greater concentration of nonmagnetic impurities, which are known to depress in MgB [32] . Fig. 3(a) unirradiated; 2) doped with 1 wt% U, but not irradiated; and 3) the same piece of doped sample A after irradiation with thermal neutrons at 2 10 cm ) and for sample B (doped with 1% U, then irradiated with thermal neutrons at 5 10 cm ). values for sample E were similar, with a slightly lower , probably because the lower density cancelled out any benefits due to the higher purity. It was impossible to accurately determine at 5 K for very low fields because of the presence of thermal flux jumping [33] .
performance is slightly worse in the doped samples except at high magnetic fields, probably due to the presence of the additional impurities, but there are no significant differences between the irradiated and unirradiated samples, in contrast to what has been demonstrated for HTS superconductors. The slightly worse performance of the high fluence irradiated sample A at high fields may be due to excessive radiation-induced defects from the higher neutron fluence. Fig. 3(b) shows the ZFC-FC results at 100 Oe as a function of temperature for the doped irradiated versions of samples A-D. There are no significant differences with fluence. Fig. 3(c) shows the preirradiation ZFC-FC results for the doped and undoped versions of sample E. The higher is attributed to the greater phase purity.
TEM was performed on two specimens (A and B) doped to 1 wt% U and irradiated to neutron fluences of 2 10 cm and 5 10 cm respectively. For both materials the microstructure was similar, that is, there were grains of MgB several microns in diameter in which a number of dislocations and other crystalline defects were evident, but no fission tracks. Many such grains were examined under different imaging conditions, and Fig. 4(a) shows a typical example. This observation is in contrast to TEM studies of U-doped Bi-based HTS specimens exposed to similar levels of irradiation, in which the fission tracks appear as straight randomly oriented black lines due to the greater electron scattering from the amorphous material they contain. These fission tracks are several microns in length and clearly visible in TEM even at modest magnifications. This is illustrated in Fig. 4(b) , which shows a TEM image of the core of an irradiated uranium-doped Bi-2223/Ag tape.
A quantitative analysis of U fissions in the present MgB samples was obtained from the fission product yield as measured by the gamma-ray spectrometric method [34] . Measurements were limited to the doped irradiated versions of samples C and D. A period of 92 days had expired since irradiation, which meant that most of the short-lived radioisotopes had decayed. This simplified the spectrum. To facilitate measurements, samples were placed 10 cm from the face of a large volume coaxial high purity germanium (HPGe) detector. The gamma ray spectrum for sample C is shown in Fig. 5 . The spectral features were consistent with a 96 day decayed U fission product spectrum [35] . The actual fission yield (see Table I ) was determined from the measured Cs activity and the cumulative fission yield data for
Cs from U. The cumulative yield includes the total number of Cs atoms produced directly as a result of fission in addition to Cs atoms produced via radioactive decay of the Cs precursors, namely I and Xe, which both have half-lives of less than 5 min. By comparison, the half-life of Cs is 30.17 years. The Cs activity was determined from the peak area of the 662-keV emission and the known detector efficiency at this energy.
The fission yield can also be estimated from knowledge of the sample U content, the cross section for fission of U, and the neutron fluence. The estimated fission yield along with the results from the gamma-ray spectrometric method is given in Table I . A good correlation between estimated and measured fission yield was obtained. This shows that nuclear fission of U did occur as expected. In HTS, the same fission would produce columnar defects [ Fig. 4(b) ], resulting in strong pinning improvement. However, not a single fission track was observed for MgB [ Fig. 4(a) ], and the field dependence of was virtually unchanged after the irradiation [ Fig. 3(a) ].
In our experiments, heavy ions of about 80 MeV are created by the nuclear fission and transfer their energy to the MgB . The occurrence or otherwise of the fission tracks can be described by the thermal spike model [36] - [38] . Because of the transfer of energy from the heavy ions to the electrons and subsequently to the crystal lattice on a longer time scale, a sudden localized increase in temperature occurs along the ion path through the crystal. For values of the electronic stopping power [39] higher than the threshold value [40] , which is dependent on the target material and fission products, the crystal lattice melts in a very localized volume along the ion track. Because the diameter of the molten volume is very small (of the order of a nanometer), this heat is diffused through the crystal lattice quickly enough to freeze the molten volume without allowing recrystallization. Consequently, a track of amorphous material is formed in the crystal, which is not superconducting and is expected to be a strong pinning center. In our experiments, there was no evidence for the formation of fission tracks. The reason for this may be that the values were too low for the array of fission products interacting with MgB , or that the heat conductivity required for freezing the molten volume is too low in MgB , or that the energy transfer from the ions to the crystal electrons and the crystal lattice does not occur on timescales that would enable melting of the lattice. Thus, many parameters, currently unknown for MgB , are required to predict the presence or absence of amorphous tracks.
It is interesting to compare our results with experiments that employed 2 MeV proton irradiation [14] in order to improve vortex pinning in MgB . There, an improvement in the field dependence of and the irreversibility field was observed. It is likely that the 2 MeV protons used in [14] were producing point defects in MgB , which are much weaker pinning centers than columnar defects. However, due to the very large density of defects introduced, an observable increase of was obtained. Point defects are also likely to be responsible for the improvements reported in [15] due to the B Li nuclear reaction, rather than any ion tracks.
The relevance of this paper to research in superconductivity is that it shows that uranium fission fragments probably cannot be used for the introduction of columnar defects in MgB . This research also identifies the need to obtain the values of the parameters affecting the formation of columnar defects in MgB , if some other method for the introduction of columnar defects is to be devised. It also shows that previously published results on the introduction of pinning centers with high-energy particles have to be taken with caution, because it is highly questionable if columnar defects were introduced in such a way.
